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Abstract

The aims and results of recent research
principallyat A.R.A. into some design problems of
subsonic transports are described. The emphasis
is on how to obtain low drag in cruising flight and
satisfactorybuffet-free performanceover the full
flight envelope. In particular,the paper discusses
how to design a three-dimensionalwing to exploit
recent advances in two-dimensionalsection design
and how to devise satisfactorynacelle installations.
The paper stresses the continuingneed for research
on the tunnel test techniquesrequired to simulate
flight behaviour, and to establish the exchange
rates involved in design compromisesbetween aero-
dynamic and other requirements.

1. Introduction

Over the past few years, a considerableamount
of aerodynamic research relevant to subsonic trans-
port aircraft has been undertakenat the Aircraft
ResearchAssociation (A.R.A.)in Bedford. The
researchhas been concentratedin areas where it is
possible to use the A.R.A. experimentalfacilities,
notably the 9ft x 8ft perforated-walltransonic
tunnel supplementedby an 18inchx 8inch inter-
mittent pressurized tunnel which is now producing
two-dimensionalaerofoil data at a Reynolds number
of about R = 7 x 106. The main emphasis therefore
is on the drag in the cruise conditionand on the
study of the off-design performance,stability and
control characteristicsover the complete flight
envelope from a Mach number of say, M = 0.4 upwards.
There is no strictly low-speed tunnel at A.R.A. and
so take-off and landing problems are not studied
directly.

Wind-tunnel research to help the designer of a
subsonic transport can be broadly classified under
four headings, viz,

Fundamental research, e.g. to improve the
methods for calculating the pressure
distributionsand boundary layer
characteristicsover wings and bodies
in isolation and in combination. In
other words, research to improve the
methods and tools available to the
designer,

Research to understand the performanceof
specific aircraft designs, to highlight
their problem areas and so, to enable the
designer to build more intelligentlyon
past experience,

Closely allied to (2), research to help
the designer interpret an aircraft
specification in terms of suitablewing
pressure distributions,isobar patterns,
nacelle installationsetc. The distinction
between (1) and (3) therefore is that (3)

is research to establishdesirable targets
for the designerwhile (1) is research to
help the designer to achieve these targets,

Research to improve testing techniques so
that the full-scaleflight behaviour can
be predicted successfullyfrom tunnel
results.

Most of the research at A.R.A. comes under
headings(2), (3) or (4). The paper describes some
of the ways in which recent research is likely to
contribute to the design of improved three-
dimensional sweptbackwing-body combinationsand
underwing or aft-fuselagenacelle installations.
Increasing emphasis is now being placed on aimed
research of type (3) but several of the illus-
trations in this paper have been taken from an
analysis of data for various specific layouts, i.e.
work of type (2). It should be stressed that the '
work at A.R.A. forms part of a national effort
embracing other establishmentsand industry.

2. Wing Design

2.1 The High-speed Design Aims


In the past, one of the most powerful selling-
points for a new subsonic transport has often been
an increase in cruising speed and hence, a reduction
in block time as comparedwith its predecessors.
This may still be true in the future but only to a
reduced extent. Rather, the emphasis will be on
designing the most economic aircraft to meet a
given specification. This will entail finding the
best possible compromisebetween the aerodynamic,
structural and engineeringrequirements. The change
in emphasis also means that the best "high-speed"
aerodynamicwing design is itself a compromise
between various objectives. The probable aims would
be to obtain

the highest possible MD, the Mach number
for the onset of the rapid increase in wave
drag at a given CL, for a given thickness/chord
ratio and sweepback. This may bP better
expressed by saying that the aim will often
be to achieve a tdrget value of MD with the

thickest possiblewing, for the sake of
lower structureweight, increased fuel
capacity etc. and with a modest and not too
extreme sweepback for the sake of better
take-off, landing and off-design
characteristics,

as low a drag as possible at M = MD. To

judge from a recent study1 of the cruise
drag of a number of subsonic transport
aircraft,this particularobjective should
be given added prominence in the initial
design stage,
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also, the smallest possible initial rate
of increase of CD wita M beyond M MD.

Tais point is importantsince the best
cruise performance is usuallyobtained at
a :lacanumber possibly0.02 - 0.03 in
:ixcessof MD and there will always be a

tendency on occasion to fly as close to
the ouffet boundary as possible,

a satisfactoryMD - CL boundarywitn
7rooably little variation in MD with CL.

-thiscould be particularlyimportantfor
a snort-raage aircraft for waich there
were no dominant M .'

cruise
C

coaditions, Lcruise

a satisfactorymargin oetween tne drag-rise
and flow separationboundaries,both in
terms cf.CL

anb below
and in terms

Mcruise
of A above M. at cruise C

0 L'

a projessive flow breakdownat tne stall
giviag not only a satistactoryuseable
C. but also adequate buffet warning
'MAX
and acceptable pitcaln.;moment caaracteristics.

siagle wing desgn consideredfor a
rarticularapplicatioa is unlikely to be tne

E-r ,=;ICAof tae above objectives,
tae desner will aave to decide on the best
tom•romisebut the res,i,archsuca as that described
in this 7arer saould aeli-him in making a satis-
factory choice.

2.2  Choice of Pressure Distributionsand Isobar

Pattern

It is probable tnat before starting on the
detailed design of the wing to meet the objectives
set out above, tne aspect ratio, taper ratio,
minimum acceptable thickness/chordratio and maxi-
mum acceptable sweepback will have been defined at
least approximatelyby other considerations. The
first aim will then be to design the wing to achieve
a sufficientlynign MD at the design (usuallythe

cruise) CL. The normal procedurestarts by

choosing an upper-surfacepressure distribution
and thickness form for the equivalenttwo-
dimensionalsection. Obviously, there are many
alternativeoptions even at this stage and the
thickness/chordratio for example that will prove
acceptablecan depend greatly on what option is
selected. This point can be illustratedquite
simply by referring to the predictionsin Ref.2
for the family of shapes defined in Ref.3. These
sections are designed to give a roof-top upper-
surface pressure distributionback to a position
xR followed by a linear pressure rise to the

trailingedge, combined with a thicknessdis-
tributionsuch that the maximum velocity due to
thicknessalso occurs at xR. The importanceof xR

as a design variable can be seen from Fig.l. This
shows that for a given Mn, extending the roof-top

from xR = 0.3 to xR = O. gives an increaseof

about 0.3 in CL for a given thickness/chordratio

or alternatively,allows an increaseof 0.04 - 0.05
in thickness/chordratio for a given design CL.

These trends cannot be exploited too far a_ace
ultimately,the boundary layer nay not be aale co
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FK;.I VARIATION OF DRAG RISE MACH NUMBER, MD

WITH DESIGN C t/C AND ROOF TOP EXTENT

negotiate the adverse pressure gradient aft of the
roof-topwithout separatingeven at full-scale
Reynolds numbers. In some instances,this limit
may be reached before xR = 0.6. Leaving aside this

particular issue, however, this class of section
designs can still be rated as conservative;tests
in the A.R.A. two-dimensionaltunnel and elsewhere
have shown that significantlyhigher values of MD

can be achieved for a given xR, t/c and CL' e.g.

from extra loading at either the front or rear.
Improvementscould be obtained either by modifying
thP thickness form while still retaining the same
upper surface pressure distributionor by modifying
the latter. Fig.2, for example illustrateshow two
sections of the same thickness/chordratio could be
proposed to give the same predictedMD at roughly

the same C . The full-linecurves in Fig.2 are for

a section with xR = 0.5, taken from the family just

described. In this case, a shock-wavewould be
expected to form first at a position aft of the
crest (xCR = 0.35) at a Mach number close to the
predicted MD. The other section gives a pressure

distributionof the peaky-typediscussed in various
papers4.5 by Pearcey and others. In this case, a
local supersonic region terminatedeither by a shock
or ideally, a largely isentropicrecompressionwould
form ahead of the crest at M < MD; with increasing

Mach number, the shock wave would move aft, passing
over the crest, ()cut= 0.25) at about M = MD. The

extra lift from the supersonicregion ahead of the
crest is one of the reasonswhy the total lift
produced by the two sections is virtually the same.
These two aerofoils are thereforeequivalent in
terms of MD for a given t/c and CL but even in two-

dimensional flow, could well give a different CD at

MD and a different off-designbehaviour.

Other comparisonscould be presentedwith for
example, sections giving extra rear-loadingbut it
would be wrong to suggest that the choice lies
between different classes, e.g., peaky, roof-top or
rear-loaded. The comparison in Fig.2 was included
largely because it aighlightshow the caoice of
two-dimensionalpressure distributioncan :lavea
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the chordwise variation in C * where Cp* corres-

ponds to M = 1.0 normal to tge lines at constant x.
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To some extent, this must tend to reduce the advan-
tages of a rearward extensionof the "roof-top".





The essential point to note is that at least when
considering the first appearanceof a shock wave,
research over many years has supported the idea
that it is the Mach-numberdistributionnormal to
the isobars that is significant,except possibly in
regions where the isobar sweep is changing rapidly
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with position.There may thereforebe a case for
a spanwise variation not merely in the section shape
but also in the target pressure distribution- in
order to increase the isobar sweepback.
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major effect on the problems encounteredin design-
ing the three-dimensionalsweptbackwing. It is
fashionable- although not necessarilycorrect -
to design the three-dimensionalwing to obtain a
"uniform isobar pattern" i.e. the same chordwise
pressure distribution at all spanwise stations.
For the roof-top type, this "merely"involves
knowing how to vary the section shape across the
span, how to shape the body and how to modify the
planform near the tip, in order to counter the root-
and tip-effectsin subcritical flow. With a peaky-
type distributionsuch as for section II in Fig.2,
however, the flow at MD is supersonicover part of
the surface and thetafore, retentionof ND as the

design M for the three-dimensionalwing implies
that one can esrimate how the three-dimensional
root- and tip-effects are likely to affect this
supercriticaldevelopment. The alternativeapproaci.
of designing for a lower Mach number where the flow
would still be subcritical everywheremay also have
its pitfalls since for a wing of say, 35) sweepback,
this could mean reducing the design Mach number by
as much as 0.15 - 0.2. These matters are currently
being investigatedin a research programme at A.R.A.
but experimentalresults are not yet available.

Even when considering just the central part of
the semi-span of a tapered wing, problems arise in
deciding how best ro allow for the vaiiation in
geometric sweepback from leading edge to trailing
edge. Strictly,when dealing simply with the
design point, one can argue6 in favour of thinking
in terms of "equivalent 2-D and 3-D pressure dis-
tributions"rather than "equivalentsections".
For example, to be equivalent to a roof-top
distribution in 2-D flow, one needs to design for
a "sloping roof-top" in 3-D flow, i.e., parallel to

A recent assessment1 of the measured drag in
flight at cruise CL for a number of subsonic trans-

port aircraft has analysed the data in terms of a
"figure-of-merit",E defined as

pr
CD CD •

vi
pr CD

pr

where CD= estimated vortex-induceddrag
vi coefficientat cruise C

L'

and C = estimated profile drag coefficient
D
Pr at low speeds, obtained simply as the

sum of the profile drag coefficientsof
the various component surfaces using
form factors from the R.Ae.S. Data
Sheets7 and assuming transition at the
wing leading edge.

Computed on this basis, the values of E for an
pr

idealised aircraft with no interferencedrag, no
roughness drag, no drag due to excrescencesetc.
could be as low as 0.9 but in practice, even at low
Mach number, it appears difficult to achieve values
of less than about 1.25. Results for three of the
aircraft, considered in Ref.1 are presented here in
Fig.3. This shows the variation of Er with M/MD

as derived both from the flight data,Pand from model
tests in the A.R.A. tunnel on the corresponding
wing-fuselage configurations. In the case of the
model data, the derived values of Er allow for the

known transition positions. As wold be expected,
the values of Epr for the model wing-fuselage are

appreciably lower than for the aircraft in flight
largely because one major source of interference
drag, the nacelle installation,is missing and
because various excrescencesand other sources of
"dirtiness drag" present on the aircraft are not
simulated on the model. In all cases, there is an
appreciable increase in Epr with M below M = MD and

it is significant that in each case, the tunnel data
faithfully reflect the flight variation, thus
suggesting that it is the wing-fuselagewhich is
mainly responsible for this trend. This conclusion
should not be accepted too literallybecause
examples can be quoted where the nacelle instal-
lation drag at the cruise Mach number is higher
than would be predicted on the basis of low speed
data.

Analysis of the test data for the three
examples has shown that the primary reason for the
increase in E by M = MD is different in each case:

pr

0.2 04 04 0.11 1.0
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C. 1.17 CPu.s.
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FIG.3 VARIATION C)F EprWITH AA

an increase in subcritical wing profile drag (A),
premature wave drag as a sectional effect somewhere
along tne span (3), or prematurewave drag due to
three-dimensionaleffects near the root (D).

For wing-body A, pressure measurementsshowed
that the flow was subcritical everywhere up to at
least M = 0.95 MD; boundary layer traversesat the

wing trailing edge indicated little change in pro-
file drag coefficient with M near the wing root
but a significant increase for the middle and outer
parts of the span. There could be several reasons
for these trends but tne most likely explanation is
to be found in the way the pressure distributions
vary with A. Results for three stations are
presented in Fig.4. Near the root, there is
relatively little change with M at a constant CL
but further out, there is a pronounced increase
with M in the adverse pressure gradient aft of
about 0.3c at , = 0.5 or 0.15c at = 0.9. Also,
at the outer station and only at the outer station,
there is a relatively high peak suction value near
the leading edge on the lower surface, and the
boundary layer has then to negotiate a steep ad-
verse gradient back to about 0.2c and then, a
further adverse gradient aft of about 0.4c. It is
wortn noting that calculationsby the method of
Ref.9 did not fully predict the increases in pro-
file drag actually observed in these measured
results. This may indicate that an improved
boundary-layertheory is needed to cope with

FIG.4 PRESSURES OVER WING A
pressure distributionsof the present type, i.e.
distributionswhere a steep adverse gradient is
followed by a favourablegradient and then a further
adverse gradient increasingin magnitude towards the
trailing edge. Only then will it be possible to
know how far one can go in this direction without
incurring excess profile drag.

With wing-body B, some increase in Epr with M

has probably occurred even before M = 0.6 MD (Fig.3).
The spanwise distributionof normal pressure drag,
obtained by integratingmeasured pressure dis-
tributions showed that in this case, it is the
region near 0.3 x semispan that is mostly responsible.
The reason for this can be seen from Fig.5 which
compares the pressure stations at n = 0.28 and 0.18
atM=0.62.

MD'
to make the comparison clearer, the

results are plotted against /X/c. At this Mach
number, the pressures are still subcriticalbut at
fl = 0.28, the peak suction value (at 0.01c) is very
high and is followedby a particularly severe
adverse gradient. To judge from the shape of the
pressure distributionsover the rear of tne chord,
there is an appreciable increase in boundary layer
thickness aft of about 0.75c at n = ').?:; this
would be consistent with a relativelyaigh profile
drag at this station. By N = 0.7 MD, the velocities

near the leading edge are already supersonic normal
to the isobars and a normal shock, strong enough to
induce a boundary-layerseparationwas observed
near M = 0.85 MD. Subsequently, the shock strength

decreased until by M = MD, there is merely an

oblique shock followed by some isentropic recom-
pression. These changes are therefore responsible
for C.e characteri5tic shape of the E - Mpr
var.a::ionin this particular case (Fig.3); the

Ep
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FIG. 5 PRESSURES OVER WING B
partial recovery near M = MD would have been more

apparentwere it not for the fact that a local
supersonic region is then beginning to extend aft
of the crest both further inboardnear the root
(becauseof poor isobar sweep) and on the outer
wing - these features can be appreciatedby looking
at the isobar pattern in Fig.9a. It will be seen
later that this wing B near 0.3 x semi-span gives
a very favourable peaky-type development at
higher Mach numbers but it should not be assumed
from this one example that this can only be
achieved at the expense of extra profile and/or
wave drag at Mach numbers below design. Two-
dimensional tests are pointing the way in this
respect and one important aim of future research
should be to develop the means whereby acceptable
characteristicscan be produced at all stations
across the span of a three-dimensionalwing without
the need for too many experimentaliterations.

Finally, the third example,wing-body D is a
case where a premature increase in drag prior to
M = MD can be traced to an increasein wave drag

locally near the wing root. This can be seen from
the results presented in Fig.6. In this case,
there is a significant increase in the "drag creep'
above about M = 0.92 MD' i.e., a trend in the

opposite sense to that observedwith wing B. Pres-
sure distributionswere measured at two stations,
one close to the body side and the other at 70Z
semispan. The results for the outer section showed
that no shockwave was present until about M = 0.97
Mu and that it passed over the crest at about
M MD. Near the body-side, however, as can be

seen from the lower graph in Fig.6, there is a
notable change in the shape of the upper-surface
pressure distribution above about M = 0.91 MD and

this, therefore, correlates closelywith the shape
of the CD - M variation in the upper picture.

Above M = 0.91 MD' the local supersonicregion

starts extending rearward, e.g., to near 0.4c at
0.95 MD and 0.5c at MD. It must be emphasized

however that this is far from being a poor wing-root
design. To judge from the shape of the pressure
distributions,the effective isobar sweepback near
the rear of the supersonic regionmust be at least
as great as the geometric sweepback;also, compared
with many other designs, relativelyhigh suctions
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FIG. 6 ANALYSIS OF Epr OR CD VARIATION WITH M
WING — BODY D

are still being maintained close to the leading edge
at the root. It is relevant that while this design
was being developed,modifications in the wing-root
region gave material improvementsin the actual
value of M . Hence, it is possible to interpret the
CD - M variation in Fig.6 by saying that the

modificationswere evidently successful in giving a
substantial reduction in drag at Mach numbers near
and just above the originalMD but not quite to the

extent of reducing it to a level defined by an
extrapolationof the subcriticalcreep. This point
is illustrated diagrammaticallyin Fig.6.

It may seem from This discussion that some
increase in E at M. is inevitable if only because

pr
of the need to compromisewith other aerodynamic
requirements. However, the real lesson is that the
reasons for the standards achieved in respect of CD

at MD can vary widely from one design to another:

this conclusion is both a warning and a challenge to
the designer to try and keep the sources of excess
drag to a minimum.

2.4 Effects of Choice on Wing  MDand Off-design 
SupercriticalBehaviour

Earlier, in section 2.2, comments were made
about the various options open to the designer when

2
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choosing a basic two-dimensionalsection. A con-
servative approach to the design of the three-
dimensionalwing would then be to try and obtain
the same equivalentpressure distributionat all
stations across the span, i.e., a "uniform isobar
pattern". Even in a relativelysimple example,
however, this process is not entirelystraight-
forward and there can be some ambiguityin what is
meant by the word "equivalent". To illustratethis
point, Fig.7 presents pressure distributions
measured at four stations across the span of a wing
of about 250 sweepbackwith a taper ratio of 0.33
and an aspect ratio of 8.0. This satisfiesthe
descriptionof a "relativelysimple example" - the
sweepback is only modest, the chordwisepressure
distributionsare fairly similar at all stations
across the span, and the flow is subcriticalevery-
where almost up to MD (0.73)at the desig CL (0.5).

The section shape however varies across the span and
as only one "equivalenttwo-dimensionalsection"was
tested, a comparisonwitn two-dimensionaldata is
only possible at one station: 0.25 x semispan.
Fig.7 includes such a comparisonfor the design CL
at a Mach number slightly above MD.

It will be seen that the agreementbetween the
converted 2-D and the 3-D data is very good in cer-
tain respects, e.g. the rear loading,but clearly,
the supercriticaldevelopmentsalready differ sig-
nificantly. Detailed analysishas shown that there
are several reasons for this; probably the main fac-
tor is the way in which the design method allowed
for the taper of the wing or more strictly, the
change in sweepback from leadingedge to trailing
edge. In this application,the 2-0 and 3-D section
geometrieswere related such that to the first
order, CP3-D and C cos2A should be the same in

P2-D
subcriticalflow. In fact, this was not achieved
but the importantpoint is that even if it had been,
it would not have produced the same supercritical
development. For example, let us suppose that the

P2-D
distributionwere of a roof-top type. The

distributionderived on the above basis would
P3-D
then have a peak at the rear of the roof-topas for
the wiag in Fig.7, but to give an equivalent flow
developmentin the initial supercriticalrange,
exactly the opnosite is required. Strictly, to be
equivalent to a roof-top in 2-D flow, the 3-D dis-
tributionshould be a "sloping roof-top"parallel
to the chordwise variation of Mw where MN is defined
as previously- see Fig.7. It follows that it may
be preferable to think in terms of "equivalent
pressure distributions"rather than "equivalent
sections"but even then, tne eventual supercritical
developmentcould still differ significantlysince
leavingaside other three-dimensionalfactors, it
must still depend on both the pressuredistribution
and the surface curvature distribution.

It is clear from Fig.7 that the method used
for converting from 2-D to 3-D has led to some
reductionin MD at the design CL. For some

applications,this could have been serious but in
this case it did not conflictwith the design aims
which were to obtain a high useable CL at all Mach

numbers up to the cruise value, and a satisfactory
flow breakdown across the wing at the stall. Other
considerationssuch as the value of MD at the cruise
CL were of less importance- always provided some

minimum target figure was achieved.
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The changes in pressure distributionacross
the span should also be viewed in the same light.
The two main trends evident at the cruise CL, Fig.7,
are (i), a decrease from inner to outer wing in the
suction values near the leading edge - this leads to
a stronger shock near 0.4c on the outer wing, and
(ii), a reduction particularlybetween 0.675 and
0.88 x semispan in the adverse pressure gradients at
the rear of both the upper and lower surfaces - this
is achieved by a reduction in the local thickness/
chord ratio. At the cruise CL' (i) is clearly harm-

ful in terms of MD and (ii) is unnecessarybut they

should not be regarded as weaknesses in the design
since both were aimed at improvingthe performance
at higher CL. The wing design was in fact out-

standingly successful in its main aims as can be
seen from Fig.8 whica presents the pressure dis-
tributions for C = 0.9, i.e., 0.4 above the cruise

CL' at M = 0.71. Features to note from Fig.8

include the following: no trailingedge pressure
divergence at any of the four stations; the shock
front swept back at an angle greater than the local
geometric sweepback; some isentropicrecompression
ahead of the shock at all four stations, and a fair
degree of loading at the rear, again at all four
stations.

The results for this wing have shown therefore
that the idea of designing for essentiallya roof-
top pressure distributionover the upper surface at
the cruise condition and shaping the leading edge to
obtain some favourable peaky-typedevelopment at
higher CL is an attractive concept,particularly

when good results are required over a wide range of
operating CL.

As a second example of supercriticalflow
development,the discussion for wing B in section
2.3 above can be continued to higher Mach numbers.
Isobar patterns at the cruise CL are presented in

Fig.9a, b for M = MD and M = MD + 0.04 respectively.

The flow at M = MD has already been discussed. At

station I, it appears that there is no normal shock
but just an oblique shock and some isentropic re-
compression,conditions are in fact somewhat better
than at lower Mach numbers. Further outboard, near
station II, the main shock is near 0.2c and as can
be seen by comparing Figs.9a, b, is moving rapidly
aft with increasingMach number. As a result,'the
sweepback of the shock front between stations I and
II at M = MD + 0.04 is considerablygreater than

the local geometric sweepback. One would expect
therefore that the rate of increasewith Mach
number in the wave drag associatedwith this shock
front would be less near I than near II (Fig.9b).
At first sight, however, this is not borne out by
the variation of the local section drag coefficients,
AC0L,as derived from the measured pressure dis-

trinutions. These are shown in Fig.9c, plotted in
the form of ACD vs. (M - mD) where ACD is the

increment in CDL compared with the value at M = MD,

and MD is the drag-rise Mach number for the wing as

a whole. The variation in the overall CD is plotted

below for comparison. It is clear that a spanwise
integrationof the values of c 6c would yield

_ DL

a variation with Mach number broadly similar to
that obtained in the overall measurementsbut the
changes across the span in the 6CD variation are

9c MOBARS ON WING B AT c L m•mo
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somewhat unexpected. Despite what was forecast
above, it is section II which appears to give the
most favourable results in the range to(MD+ 0.04).

To understand this apparent anomaly, one must
consider how three-dimensioaaleffects co.ltrl.the
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0 002

0 002
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developmentof the flow over the sweptbackwing
under supercriticalconditions. Fig.10 helps to
explain this in a diagrammaticfashion. For any
sweotbackwing operating at either CL > CLor

M > Adesign, it is likely that the flow oveisign

the upper surface, leaving aside the tip region,
will be characterisedby a 3 (or 4)-shock system as
illustratedin Fig.10. These shocks were first
explainedand described in detail by Hall and Rogers
in several reports, e.g., Refs.10, 11, from the
N.P.L. The forward shock originatesfrom either the
wing-root leading edge er che most forward point
where the flow is supersonic. The mathematical
condition that has to be satisfiedfor this shock to
lie across the wing surface is given in Ref.11; its
sweepback is related to the resultantMach number of
the local flow and so increaseswith C at a given

M or with M at a given CL; typically,it is around

500. The main significanceof the forwardshock is
that it marks the inward boundary of the region in
which the supercriticalflow developmentcan be
similar to that over the correspondingtwo-
dimensionalsection. Hence, in Fig.10, it is only
outboard of point A that the "quasi-2D"shock bears
some affinity to the 2-D behaviour. Inboard and
aft of the forward shock, the flow is affected
considerablyby the influenceof the root. Even if
the inner wing sections and the body shape are such
as to minimise this influenceat the design con-
dition, there can still be a considerableeffect at
off-design. Generally, the suctionwill increase
over the middle part of the chord of the inner wing
and this is then followedby a recompressionthrough
a series of waves which coalescesome distance out
from the root to form a "rear shock". This shock
intersectsthe forward or "quasi-2D"shocks at point
B. The "outboardshock" has the combinedstrength
of the two inner systems and frequently,therefore,
the initial flow separationoccurs just outboard of
point B. As the Mach number is increasedfurther
beyond the design value, the general tendencywill
be for points A and B to come togetherand to move
inboard but precisely what happens in any given
example clearly depends on the section charac-
teristics,wing planform, the wing-body junction
shape etc.

With this very brief and simplifieddescrip-
tion, it is now possible to revert to the drag data
in Fig.9c for wing-body B for which the flow pattern
for M 'MD is essentiallyof the type shown in

Fig.10a. Earlier, it was noted that it was difficult
to explain the fairly substantial increase in ACDL

with (M - MD) at station I at 0.28 x semispan in

terms of uave drag associatedwith the shock system
over the forward part of the chord. Now, in terms
of Fig.10a, it can be explained in terms of the
developmentof the rear-shock. Expressedanother
way, the increase in drag correspondsto the in-
crease in suction aft of the crest ahead of the rear
shock. For section II, on the other hand, it is
possible to interpret the small increase in ACDL

between MD and (MD + 0.04) by saying that the in-

crease in wave drag has been partly offset by a
reductionwith Mach number in the root-influenceon
this section. This can be seen by comparing the
pressuredistributions for section 2 inset in Figs.
9a, b. The relativelyhigh suctiononear0.3 - 0.4c
at M = MD were not observed in the tests on the

equivalent two-dimensionalsection and can probably
be ascribed to root-influence. No such

ROOT

irregularitieswere observed aft of the main shock
at (MD + 0.04) or in other words, this section then

lies outboard of points A and B. 6CDL can therefore

be a poor indicationof the wave drag associated
with the main shock front; the difficulty lies in
knowing how CDL would vary with Mach number in the

absence of a shock wave. In the present case, the
implicationis that under such conditions CD would
decrease with Mach number at station II.

Finally, the comparisonbetween Figs.10a, b
has been included in order to illustratethat the
choice of basic design pressure distributioncan
have a major effect on the way the 3 (or 4)-shock
system develops at off-design conditions. The two
pictures correspond diagrammaticallywith the two
alternative 2-D sections considered in Fig.2.
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With small xR, as in Fig.10a, the tendency is for increasing the likelihoodof a boundary layer

the quasi-2D shock to link on the inner wing with separation occurring towards the rear of both the

the forward 3D-shock, thus leaving the rear-shock upper and lower wing surfaces. Clearly, a design

as a clearly defined separate front. With large aim would be to avoid this happening at the cruise

xR as in Fig.10b, the quasi-2D shock tends to link condition, full-scalebut this may be difficult to
ensure in the model tests. Also, even though a

with the rear shock leaving the forward shock as rear-separationmay be present full-scaleat higher
the separate system. Obviously, these pictures and  Coff-design conditions,one still needs to know
this description are grossly over-simplifiedbut L'
even so, certain conclusions are valid. For example, how to extrapolate the model data to obtain a

rthe proportionof the wing span over which the local eliable idea of the full-scaleseparation boundary.

supersonic region can develop as in two-dimensional
flow is clearly greater in case (a); also, with (b),
there is a greater likelihoodthat the supersonic
region ahead of the rear shock develops in a manner
completelyuncontrolledby any expansion field
being generated near the leading edge. It is not
however the aim of this paper to pronounce in
favour of (a) or (b). This would be both premature
and unwise particularlyas it is really misleading
to think that there are just two classes of design.
The distinctionshave been deliberatelyoverdrawn
to simplify the discussion and to highlight the
problems that are being investigatedin current
research.

Scale effects at high subsonic speeds have of
course been studied for many years and a review12
was published in 1954 giving advice on the methods
that should be used for fixing boundary-layer
transition in model tests. The main conclusion of
this paper was that provided adequate steps were
taken to ensure a turbulentboundary layer at the
foot of the shock, test Reynoldsnumbers greater
than about R = 1.5 x 106 should be adequate. Most
of the evidence then availableho;,everreferred to
thin sections operating at relatively low lift
coefficients for which any shock-inducedseparation
typically took the form of a bubble with the
separation point at the foot of the shock and with
the reattachmentpoint progressivelymoving rear-
ward with increases in Mach number or incidence.
Under these conditions,major changes in the

Examples have been given of how the choice of circulation round the wing section did not occur
basic pressure distributionsand isobar patterns until the bubble had extended to the wing trailing
can affect the subcritical drag, the drag-rise Mach edge and similarly, the divergenceof the trailing-
number and the supercriticalbehaviour. It is clear edge pressure was frequentlyused successfully as a
that the best possible wing design for any given guide to the onset of buffet. The incipient rear-
application is always likely to be a matter of separation tendency of many modern designs however
compromisebetween different requirements. This is opens up the possibilityof a major interaction
a decision for the designer; research can only helP between the two forms of separation. Indeed, test
to provide the figures on which to base the com- data have shown that the existence of merely a weak
promise and the factors which should be taken into shock with a pressure-,.isewhich in itself would be
account. It is hoped that the exampleshave helped insufficientto provoke a separation,can modify
in these respects. considerably the rear-separationcharacteristics-

2.5 Concluding Remarks on Wing-designResearch

It is however worth noting three general
conclusions:

When developing any new wing design, it is
vital that detailed pressure distributions
and if possible, boundary layer traverses
at the trailing edge should be obtained at
the earliest possible opportunity. Only
in this way can one track down the sources
of excess drag and the true reasons for any
undesirableoff-design performance,

In the past, there may have been too much
stress on obtaining the best value of MD

with too little regard for CD at MD or

for dCD/dM near MD,

The choice of a suitable design pressure
distributioncannot be alsessed on two-
dimensional evidence alone; three-
dimensionaleffects can have a powerful
influenceparticularly at supercritical
speeds.

usually but not always in an adverse sense. It
follows that unlike the flow model just described
for thin sections, it is now possible for the
separation point to move forward from near the
trailing edge to near tue foot of the shock as the
Mach number is increased in the supercriticalrange.
Under these conditions, scale effects must be
expected up to much higher Reynolds numbers than
the R = 1.5 x 106 value quoted earlier.

A detailed account of these separation charac-
teristics is given in Ref.13 but one figure is in-
cluded here by way of illustration. Pressure dis-
tributions are presented in Fig.11 for a 550 swept-
back wing design at low supersonicspeeds. They
are plotted as graphs of M. - x/c and in this form,
the) also be taken to refer to say, a 350
sweptback wing at M = 0.85. The data for
R = 8 x 106 and 12 x 106 are from A.R.A. tests;
those for R = 2 x 106 from N.P.L. tests on a smaller
model of the same design. At subsonic speeds, at
the same incidence, a rear separationwas only
observed at R = 2 x 106 and the results for
R = 8 x 106 and 12 x 106 were virtually identical.

'3. Scale Effects: Influence of Present Design Trends By M = 1.1 ,however, when a shock wave has formed
near 0.45c, some differencesare evident between
the data for even the two higher Reynolds numbers
and by M = 1.15, these differenceshave become
quite pronounced: a rear separation is now present
at all the Reynolds numbers. It occurs aft of
about 0.85c at R = 12 x 106, 0.6c at R = 8 x 106
and aft of the shock at R = 2 x 106. The scale
effect on the position and apparent strength of the

No discussion of recent wing researchwould be
complete without some reference to how present
design trends, e.g. to thicker, more highly-loaded
sections are affecting the chances of reproducing
the true full-scalebehaviour in model tests at
moderate Reynolds numbers. This is now a problem
even at subcriticalspeeds. Present trends are
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shock is however only marginal above R = 8 x 106.

Results as striking as those in Fig.11 prompt
the question as to whether a change in the testing
techniques could minimise scale effect of this
nature. All the recent evidenceconfirms the
earlier conclusion that one should ensure that the
ooundary layer is turbulentat the foot of the shock
This means that transition-freetests resulting in
a laminar boundary layer at the shock are unaccept-
aole. On the other hand, as regards a rear-
separation,it is clearly importantto try and
representas closely as possible, the full-scale
boundary layer thickness at tne shock. Hence, even
tiougl .1ransitionon the full-scaleaircraftwould
be expected to occur near the leading edge, it may
be permissibLe and indeed desirable,to allow
transitionto be furtherdownstreamin the model
tests, always provided tnat it is ahead of the
shock. It does not necessarilyfollow that the
roughnessband should be moved aft to say, 0.3c:
the effects of the extra roughnessheight thai would
then be needed to fix transitionwould tend to off-
set the expected gain from the rearwardmovement of
transitionposition. Hence, it may be preferable
to retain a forward position for the roughnessband
but to reduce the size of the disturbanceto the
smallest that will trigger transitionahead of the
shock. There are covious disadvantagesto this
technique: for example, to interpretthe drag data,
one would need to establish the actual transition
ositions for the completeM - CL range of interest

and this could be very laboriousfor a test on a
three-dimensionalwing; also, for the inner part of
the wing, it may be importantunder certain con-
ditions to ensure that the boundary layer is tur-
bulent at the forward shock. For these reasons, it

seems that the correctpractice for quite a wide
class of designs, provided the test Reynoldsnumber
is at least R = 3 x 106 (say), is that two tests
should be made, viz,

a test with the minimum roughnessband
required to produce transition immediately
downstream of the band. This is to obtain
the drag at low CL and is proposed on the

assumption that even at the model Reynolds
number, no rear-separationis present at
the cruise CL' and at Mach numbers up to
just beyond M = MD,

a test with a smaller roughnessband
(or even natural transition if this gives
a turbulentboundary layer at the most
forward of the shock waves) to give the
most reliable idea of the separation
characteristicsand hence, the off-design
lift and pitchingmoment behaviour etc.

In any event, it is most important that the rough-
ness band should not only be of minimum height but
should be as narrow as possible and should be
positioned downstreamof any severe adverse pres-
sure gradient near the leading edge, the overriding
aim being to produce as thin a turbulentboundary
layer as possible. Typically, in tests in the
A.R.A. tunnel on models of 10" - 18" chord, the
bands are about 0.004" %igh, 0.05" wide and are
sited at positions valying from 0.05c to 0.15c,
depending on the wing pressure distributions.

Another possi:Ae technique that has been used
on several occasions la to add some vortex
generators or other firm of boundary-layercontrol

10



downstream of the shock but upstreamof wnere the
rear-separationtends to occur. This idea was tried
on the 55° wing referred to above and Fig.11 shows
the pressuredistributionsobtainedwith generators
at 0.55c; the results with the generatorsalter- -
natively at 0.75c were broadly similar. It will be
seen that the addition of the generatorshas
resulted in a notably better pressurerecovery at
the trailingedge and a somewhat more rearward
shock position. These results may well be repre-
sentativeof the full-scalebehaviourwith gener-
ators fitted but they may be somewhatbetter than
the full-scalebehaviour without generators. This
is because the vortices induced by the generators
do more than merely thin the boundary layer. Even
so, this could be a useful and valid technique. It
would show what could be achieved as a separation
boundary in flight. Whether vortex generatorswould
be needed to achieve this boundarywould be a matter
for experimenton the full-scaleaircraft. Clearly,
the attractivenessof this approachdepends on
whether satisfactoryresults can be obtained at
model scale with a small number of small generators
giving only a minimal drag penalty under.conditions
of unseparated flow.

So far in this discussion, it has been sug-
gested tnat any scale effects are in the sense that
the results at low Reynolds number are necessarily
worse than those at higher Reynoldsnumbers. It
would be wrong however to accept tnis as a general
conclusion; the process may well not be monotonic.
Fig.12 for example considers an aerofoil from the
family in Ref.3. In inviscid flow, this gives a
roof-top pressure distributionback to about 0.6c
on the upper surface at CL = 0.95, M = MD = 0.65.

Calculationswere then made using the method of
Ref.14 to find the pressure distributionsfor the
same CL and section geometry at respectively

R = 30 x 10' and R = 1 x 106 . A reduction in
Reynolds number implies a growth in the boundary
layer displacementthickness,more on tne upper
surface than on the lower surface and hence, a
change in the effective camber-lineand a reduction
in th,!rear-loading. As a result, to maintain the
same CL' the incidence has to be increased. The
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peak suction near the leadingedge increasesthere-
/ore as the Reynolds numper is reducedbut the
advi-se pressure gradients,particularlyover tne
rear of tae surface, become less severe. This
lessensthe risk of a rear separation. It follows
taat a small model tested at a low Reynoldsnumber
if made to the same non-dimensionsalordinates as
the full-scaleaircraft could well yield a better
s‘:.parationboundary than the full-scaleresult, tne
reversewould be true if the ordinateswere modified
to produce the same pressure distributionat both
model and full-scaleReynoldsnumbers. This second
approach has been tried in various two-dimensional
tests but clearly on present knowledge,it would be
difficult to apply to a tnree-dimensionalwing.

It is somewhat more difficult trying to fore-
cast possible scale effect on the drag charac-
teristicsnear M MD. This depends on the relative

magnitude of two opposing factors,i.e., a thicker
boundary layer at low Reynoldsnumbers could lead
to an increase in form drag even if there were no
actual separationbut on the other hand, a poorer
pressure recovery at the trailingedge implies a
further forward shock position and tnus, a reduced
wave drag. Alternative trends that could exist in
practice depending on the actual wing design are
illustrateddiagrammaticallyin Fig.13; explanations
are given below the figurt. The importantpoint to
note that the scale effects on both M. and CD

at :" cal,be either favourableor adverse.

The main lesson from all the discussion in this
section is that one should not extrapolatetoo
naively from past experience. The fact that certain
techniquesin one model test have produced drag-rise
and separationboundaries and shock positions in
good agreementwith flight does not necessarilymean
that the same techniquesshould be used in the next
example. Experience and researchwill provide an
intelligentguide to what is requiredbut the proof
that the best possible techniqueshave been used
should ue sought in a detailed understandingof the
flow over the wing design in question- either by
means of oil flow studies or wherever possible,
measured pressure distributionsand boundary layer
profiles.

4. Research on Nacelle Installations

4.1 Underwing Installations


As might be expected, a considerableproportion
of the total research effort at A.R.A. is currently
being devoted to the problems of mounting short
front cowl nacelles for high bypass-ratiofan
engl.lesin undel 1,-;locations. Tne overall dia-



meter of these aacolles in relation to the local
wing chord is muc" greater than for the previous
generationof engl.es and as a result, various
considerations,notably ground clearance,dictate
a nacelle position fairly close up to the wing as
illustratedin Fig.14. Interference,not
necessarilyall adverse, has thereforeto be
accepted between the wing and the nacelle and bet-
ween the jet streams and the neighbouringsurfaces.
There is much more to the problem than just deciding
where to place the nacelle in the wing field. Of
the various problem areas noted in Fig.14, it is
probably only item (1), the forwardcowl, that can
be studied effectively on an isolatednacelle;
ideally,all the others should be investigatedon a

complete installationwith all surfaces and all
flows represented. The research at A.R.A. has
three main objectives: first, to help in estab-
lishirg design principlesfor the various problem
area, second, to show what interferencedrag fac-
tors silouldbe feasible and third, to develop tech-
niques for use in routine testing. No results can
be presented at this stage but it may be helpful to
make some brief commentson various aspects.

Various problem areas are listed in Fig.14.
In the past, most forward cowl shapes (1) have been
derived from the NACA 1-series. For a given high-
light diameter/maximumdiameter ratio, if the cowl
is too short, the drag-riseMach number will be too
low, while if the cowl is too long, spillage drag
or more correctly,excess drag due to flow separ-
ation on the cowl will be present up to too high an
intake mass-flow ratio. As the highlight diameter
ratio is increased,the useable length between these
limits contracts until for the values now proposed
for the fan cowls, hardly any length is satisfactory
from hoth standpoints. Hence, there is a need for
research on improvedcowl shapes. As noted earlier,
this is the one item on which research can usefully
be undertaken on cowls in isolationbut even here,
there may be scope on an actual installationfor
yawing, pitching or cambering the cowl in sympathy
with the wing flow field. The flow over the aft
cowl (2) is affectedby forward influencefrom the
fan jet and more particularly,by an adverse pres-
sure gradient imposedby the wing flow field. The
"scrubbingdrag" (3) on the gas generator is clearly
a function of the fan jet velocity but it appears
that the pressure distributionon the upper side,
i.e., nearer to the wing, can be modified sig-
nificantly by the influenceof the wing and pylon.
The wing lower surface (4) is an obvious region for
an adverse interferencefrom both the nacelle and
the fan jet. This can lead to a reduction in wing
C at a given incidenceand to the premature

appearance of a shock wave, particularlyinboard
of the nacelles if the wing is swept back. The
pressure distributionnear the leadingedge on the
wing upper surface (5) can be affected by nacelle-
induced upwash and as a result, the spanwise dis-
tribution of the peak suction value and the develop-
ment of the forward shock (see Fig.10) can be

modified. The sweepbackand position of the pylon 
leading edge (6) is likely to be determinedby
practical considerationsand also by the position
chosen for the nacelle relative to the wing. Aero-
dynamically, if the pylon extends round the wing
leading edge, the pylon can have a major influence
on the wing flow particularlyat high incidence
while if the pylon is taken behind the stagnation
point on the wing lower surface, its sweepbackcan
become very large and the forward shape has to be
designed to suit a flow largely determinedby the
wing-induced sidewash. The pylon camber (7) is
frequentlydesigned to suit the flow streamline
over the wing lower surface but these can be
modified due to interferencefrom both the nacelle
and the fan jet. The flow over the main surface 
of the pylon (8) can be modified considerablyby
the fan jet and by the mutual interactionof the
wing and nacelle.

The length of this list (which is not com-
prehensive) clearly justifies the effort being
devoted to the topic! In such a complicated
situation, much discussionhas tended to arise as
to what should be described as "thrust"and what
as "drag". A plea must be made at this point that
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FIG. 14 PROBLEM AREAS FOR WING MOUNTED NACELLE INSTALLATION

(S) Wing Upper Surface
at Leading Edge

(7)Pylon Camber

(6) Pylon Leadin Edge \

(2) Fan Cowl

(1)Forwarli Cowl

Wing Low•r Surface (4)

Pylon Surface(8)

Gas Generator (3)

Placing of Nacelle

the engine and airframe manufacturersmust work
together and both realise that what really matters
is the installed "thrust-minus-drag"due to the
addition of a complete engine installationto the
rest of the aircraft. If we are to predict, measure
and optimise this figure successfully,we must be
able to calculate and/or measure the separate 
contributionsfor any surfaces where the flow dep-
ends significantlyon both the aircraft and engine
operating conditions and geometry. Any choice of
definitionsmust be somewhat arbitrary;a change
in the definitionsmerely tends to transfer various
terms to different parts of the balance sheet, and
possibly, to change who is responsiblefor
estimating any particular corrections. What is
important are not the particular definitions that
may be preferred, but the realisationthat anyone
who tries to reduce the drag contributionfrom one
particular surface without regard to the remainder
may not be contributing to an optimisationof the
complete layout!

It is of course easier to make challenging
statements on this subject than to put these state-
ments into practice: It is clearly difficult in
any single model test to represent all the flows
correctly. One of the techniques that has been
used with some success at A.R.A. is shown in Fig.15.
High pressure air is ducted down the pylon, taken
forward and turned through 1800 to form a cold air
fan jet at the appropriate pressure ratio. Reason-
able uniformity of this jet has been achieved with
the help of two perforated plates mounre,.as shown

rw1.••••  OW. ••• ••
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in the figure. The air for the unboosted gas
generator jet is taken in through the intake with
the quantity controlled by a large centre-body.
Measurements have shown that the use of this centre-
body can give pressure distributionsover the for-
ward Dart of the fan cowl representativeof ti.a
true intake-flow conditi,—,s.To daLe. overall
drag measurements have 'pecamade wit t..s technique
but extensive pressure plotting has been possible
over the fan cowl, gas generator, pylon and wing
surfaces. The results have indicated that to opti-
mise a given layout, the fan jet effects (obtained
by differencing results for the true fan jet pres-
sure ratio and for an unboosted condition corres-
ponding to a free-flow nacelle) can be quite
important and should certainly not be ignored.
Other methods for simulating tae jet are currently
under review.

4.2 Aft-fuselage Installations

The problems of aft-fuselage installationshave
also been closely investigatedin the A.R.A. tunnel
during the past few years. Tne factors that can
contribute to the nacelle overall drag increments
have been described in Ref.l. Apart from the pro-
file drag on the nacelle assembly itself, there can
be significant contributions from a fore-and-aft
redistributionof lift between the wing, tail and
nacelles, a spanwise redistributionof lift across
the wing, and the effect of the nacelle pressure
field on the shock-system over the wing. The degree
to which these interferenceeffects are favourable
or not depends not merely on the siting of the
nacelle assembly but also on Cie wing aerodynamic
characteristics. To take ;us'. to illustration,
with an arrangement such as taat shown in Fig.16
with tne nacelles above the wing plane, there is a
reduction in the local lift on the wing ahead of the
nacelles. It follows that the incidence for a given
C on the wing as a whole has to be increased and

the interference drag is therefore partly a measure
of how the drag of the wing in qu,stion reacts to
this changed loading.
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FIG, 16 LAYOUT OF AIRCRAFT WITH FUSFLAOR BULGES

The aims of the researchprogrammeat A.R.A.
were to try and find a means of minimising the
adverse interferenceeffects and of exploiting the
favourableinterference. As witn the basic nacelle
assembly,many of 'theresultswere specific to the
installationstested and are thereforedifficult to
reproduce in a general review paper. However, one
set of tests is worthy of special mention par-
ticularlysince it affords a means of bringing
togetherseveral points mentioned in the earlier
discussion. These tests were made to find the
effects of adding some extra "bulges" to the fuselage
between the wing and nacelles,and aft of the nac-
elles. Various alternativeshapes were examined,
the most successful are those shown in Fig.16. The
longitudinalcross-sectionalarea distributIonof
the complete aircraftwith the bulges fitted gives
roughly a uniform value for (dS/dx)from the peak
area (S) opposite the wing, back to the tail of the
fuselage. In other words, the mid-bulge fills the
hole in the area distributionbetween the wing and
the nacelles while tae rear bulges fill the hole
between the nacelles and tailplane. The measured
drag incrementsdue to adding the mid-bulge alone,
the mid-bulge in the presenceof the rear-bulge,
and the rear-bulges are shown in Fig.17. Both
trimmed and untrimmed results are included for the
mid-bulge; there was nc .:Lgnificanteffect of
trimming for the rear-bulge.

So. .*1.00.s. of 0314•11•110.

00.5. • 501gaIle, 000 ••50•01.1•0

FIG.17 EFFECT OF FUSELAGE BULGES ON DRAG (someFig.16)

Considering first the results for the mid-bulge,
this clearly begins to have a favourableeffect on
the shock development over the wing at Mach numbers
beyond about (MD + 0.03) but it does not give a

nett drag reduction until beyond (MD + 0.05). This

is because the improvementsat high Mach number
have to be sufficient to offset a basic increase in

drag which even in the best case amounts to about
ACD = 0.0010 at M = MD. Five reasons can be put

forward to account for this increase in drag.

The extra wetted surface area of the bulges,

Adverse effects due to the bulge having
given a pronouncedreduction (0.04) in the
value of C at a even incidence. This is

related to the fact that the bulge is entirely
above the extendedwing-chord plane,

Allied to (b), an adverse trimming effect:
a nose-down change in pitching moment has
to be balanced by extra negative lift on
the tail, thus increasingboth the wing
and tail drag,

An adverse boundary layer developmentaft
of the mid-bulge; to judge from the results
in Fig.17, this is particularlysignificant
when the mid-bulge is fitted by itself,
presumablybecause of a diverging-channel
effect on the nacelle strut aft of the bulge
likeeFig.16). This was reduced considerably
when the rear-bulgewas also fitted, together
with an inter-bulgefillet designed on the
basis of oil flow studies. Possibly, the
drag incrementmight have been reduced
further by continueddevelopmentof this
fillet,

Extra nacelle spillage drag. Even if this
were true of the model tests, it could
clearly be avoided on the aircraft if
necessary by a redesignof the nacelle
cowl shape.

Not all the factorswould apply in every
application of this sort of idea. Indeed,only the
first is inevitablebut this only gives an increment
of 0.0002 LCD. It follows that further tests might

have led to some improvementin the results,but
even then, it seems unlikely that any nett drag
reductionwould have been obtained below (MD + 0.03)
in the present instance.

Turning now to the rear bulges, it appears
that these reduce the supercriticaldrag on some
part of the aircraft at Mach numbers above about
(MD + 0.06). At lower Mach numbers, bulge 3 gives

a slight increase in drag but bulge 5 gives a nett
reduction in drag despite its extra surface area
at all Mach numbers. This difference is because
the more extended shape 5 is effective in cleaning
up a separationnear the tip of the bulge on the
upper surface.

The overall conclusionis that fitting the
best mid- and rear-bulgesin combinationgives a
nett reduction in drag above (4D + 0.05). With
less subcriticaldrag penalty, this figure could be
reduced towards (4D + 0.03). It is possible that

if the extra volume of the mid-bulge had been added
in the form of a forward extension of the nacelles,
somewhat better resultsmight be achieved. The
lateral extent of the favourable interferencemight
then have been greater. Also, a nacelle, unlike
a bulge on the fuselage,could have been designed
to carry some lift to offset the loss in lift on
the inner wing and so tend to eliminate effect (b)
above.
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Perhaps the most importantreservationhowever 5. Pearcey, H.H.
is that even at best, the favourableinterference
for the modifications tested here does not begin to
appear until (MD + 0.03), i.e., near the maximum

Mach number of likely interest from a performance
standpoint. It seems clear that to obtain an
improvementat lower Mach numbers, it would be
necessary to adopt a waisted fuselageshape opposite
the rear of the wing-root chord so as to influence
the initial stages of the developmentof the rear 6. Lock, R.C.
shock (Fig.10).

5. Concluding Remarks


As stated at the outset, the main aims of this
paper have been to present some results from recent
research and to suggest some of the likely
objectives of future research relevant to subsonic
transportaircraft. Despite past advances, there
seems every reason to hope that this researchwill
produce radical improvementsin performance- from
a combinationof ideas rather than one single source.
Three themes have recurred throughoutthis paper:
first, the need to reconcile aerodynamic,structural
and other requirementsand to establishsuitable
exchange rates; second, the need for research on
how to derive successful configurationswith
supercriticalflow in the design cruise condition
as well as an acceptable supercriticaldevelopment
in off-design and third, continued research to
ensure that the testing techniqueskeep pace with
the likely changes in wing and nacelle shapes.
These must be rated as three of the main objectives
for the future.

Finally, the author wishes to acknowledgethe
help received from other members of the A.R.A. staff
and from colleagues in industry and the R.A.E. in
the preparationof this paper. He takes full
responsibilityhowever for the opinions expressed.
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